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Nanotechnology is…..

the ability to observe, image, study, measure 
and manipulate at the molecular and atomic scale.
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Sometime around the 
year 300, artisans in the 
Roman Empire created 
the Lycurgus Cup, using 
technology that was not 
understood for almost 1,700 
years.

The glass cup has properties 
that baffled glass-makers and 
scientists alike: When lit from 
the front, the cup is green; 
however, when lit from the 
rear, the cup is red. The color 
depends on the relationship 
between the viewer and the 
light source -- in other words, 
two different viewers could 
see the cup as two different 
colors at the same time.

The cup was lost to history until the mid-19th century, and the British Museum eventually acquired it 
from Lord Rothschild in 1958. Scientists analyzed it for decades before discovering the secret in 1990 -- gold 
and silver. There are 40 parts/million of gold (.004%), and a whopping 330 parts/million (.033%) of silver. 
However, that was not the only secret: The Roman artisans had ground the gold and silver 
into nanoparticles only 50-70 nanometers in diameter -- about a thousand times smaller than a grain of salt.

http://newundersol.blogspot.com/201
3/09/nanotechnology-in-roman-
empire.html

http://newundersol.blogspot.com/2013/09/nanotechnology-in-roman-empire.html


Over the last several decades…
Modifications

Improvements
New ‘scopes



http://www.mf.mpg.de/en/abteilungen/ruehle/pages/NanoAM_e_f.html
http://www.mf.mpg.de/en/abteilungen/ruehle/pages/NanoAM_e_f.html
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A red blood cell, ~ 7000 nm

A bacterium, ~ 1000 nm

A virus, ~ 100 nm

Aspirin, ~1 nm
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Atomic (electronic) structure

Molecular structure

Physical characteristics Electrical characteristics Biological characteristics

Why is understanding the molecular or atomic level structure 
of a material important?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:AcetaldehydeDehydrogenase-1NVM.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:AcetaldehydeDehydrogenase-1NVM.png
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk/fcc.html
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk/fcc.html
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/images/figure1.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/manuf_polymer.html&h=141&w=434&sz=25&tbnid=rnP6lD_K5MsJ::&tbnh=41&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=images,+polymer+structure&hl=en&usg=__-Tpt4sw9A28UhpAW0BoOdd8Bn7Y=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/images/figure1.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/manuf_polymer.html&h=141&w=434&sz=25&tbnid=rnP6lD_K5MsJ::&tbnh=41&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=images,+polymer+structure&hl=en&usg=__-Tpt4sw9A28UhpAW0BoOdd8Bn7Y=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://media.nasaexplores.com/lessons/02-060/images/atom.jpg&imgrefurl=http://nasaexplores.com/show_58_teacher_st.php?id=030107160237&h=255&w=296&sz=19&tbnid=kBqOZyr24HUJ::&tbnh=100&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=images,+atomic+structure&hl=en&usg=__gVM_77HQ3D5fTb0I-4eut92dMhE=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=6&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://media.nasaexplores.com/lessons/02-060/images/atom.jpg&imgrefurl=http://nasaexplores.com/show_58_teacher_st.php?id=030107160237&h=255&w=296&sz=19&tbnid=kBqOZyr24HUJ::&tbnh=100&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=images,+atomic+structure&hl=en&usg=__gVM_77HQ3D5fTb0I-4eut92dMhE=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=6&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://czechabsinthe.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/molecule.jpg&imgrefurl=http://czechabsinthe.wordpress.com/2007/05/19/lucid-pre-ban-absinthe/&h=335&w=349&sz=13&tbnid=aa6-teA62GwJ::&tbnh=115&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=images,+molecule&hl=en&usg=__umZ5T_DeOwRji3LR4NUChbRqerc=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://czechabsinthe.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/molecule.jpg&imgrefurl=http://czechabsinthe.wordpress.com/2007/05/19/lucid-pre-ban-absinthe/&h=335&w=349&sz=13&tbnid=aa6-teA62GwJ::&tbnh=115&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=images,+molecule&hl=en&usg=__umZ5T_DeOwRji3LR4NUChbRqerc=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Types_of_Carbon_Nanotubes.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Types_of_Carbon_Nanotubes.png
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/images/bldgs/mn-state-capitol1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/architect/buildings/mn-state-capitol.html&h=663&w=525&sz=300&tbnid=IA9EWX0qpMK8vM:&tbnh=253&tbnw=200&prev=/images?q=MN+STate+CApitol+Building,+image&usg=__nlrJwR75hofiKvl0l5aXW1HFCdg=&ei=VLtPS_6yN47QM-aR2IwJ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image&ved=0CAoQ9QEwAA
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/images/bldgs/mn-state-capitol1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/architect/buildings/mn-state-capitol.html&h=663&w=525&sz=300&tbnid=IA9EWX0qpMK8vM:&tbnh=253&tbnw=200&prev=/images?q=MN+STate+CApitol+Building,+image&usg=__nlrJwR75hofiKvl0l5aXW1HFCdg=&ei=VLtPS_6yN47QM-aR2IwJ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image&ved=0CAoQ9QEwAA


A Classic Example

Wikipedia



1959
Feynman gives after-dinner talk describing 
molecular machines building with atomic 
precision

1974
Taniguchi uses term "nano-technology" in 
paper on ion-sputter machining

1981
STM invented

1985
Buckyball discovered

1986
AFM invented 1989

IBM logo spelled in individual atoms

1997
First company founded: Zyvex

http://www.zyvex.com/nanotech/feynman.html
http://www.nanoword.net/library/nwn/1.htm
http://www.chemsoc.org/timeline/pages/1981.html
http://nobelprize.org/chemistry/laureates/1996/news/press.html
http://hansmalab.physics.ucsb.edu/development/background.html
http://www.ieee-virtual-museum.org/collection/event.php?taid=&id=3457012&lid=1
http://www.foresight.org/Updates/Update29/Update29.3.html
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3220/phys3220_sp06/images/stm.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3220/phys3220_sp06/mainPage3.html&h=429&w=600&sz=106&tbnid=Y4gEMrFbTI-bbM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=STM+image&usg=__oOLe9yUNWWrrsj7FUx09SZc8Xgw=&ei=qwOrStf6BoaknQf3vIylDw&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3220/phys3220_sp06/images/stm.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3220/phys3220_sp06/mainPage3.html&h=429&w=600&sz=106&tbnid=Y4gEMrFbTI-bbM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=STM+image&usg=__oOLe9yUNWWrrsj7FUx09SZc8Xgw=&ei=qwOrStf6BoaknQf3vIylDw&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/forschung/giessibl/fjg/imagegallery/afmimages/harmonische.jpg
http://www.physik.uni-regensburg.de/forschung/giessibl/fjg/imagegallery/afmimages/harmonische.jpg
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The “Big Ideas” of Nanoscale Science*

 Sense of Scale
 Surface area to volume ratio
 Density, force and pressure
 Surface tension
 Priority of forces at different size scales
 Material/Surface properties

 Understanding of these concepts requires an integration of the 
disciplines of math, biology, chemistry, physics and engineering

 Get info into traditional courses  - tie into existing standards

*These ideas are a result of efforts by several NSF funded groups to determine the 
priority knowledge concepts required to understand nanoscience concepts.  
This work has been carried out over the last 5 years.  In general, the listed 
below are a consensus from the working groups.
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Aspirin Calculation

The purpose of this exercise is to provide an opportunity for you to think 
about self-assembly, the numbers of atoms involved in even small 
objects and time frames involved in the assembly.

Given:  A 200mg aspirin tablet has dimensions of:
 Diameter:  10.3 mm, Edge height: 3.0 mm, and Center Height: 4.2 mm
 1 molecule of aspirin is spherical and has a diameter of 1 nm
 Molecules of aspirin can be assembled at the rate of 180,000 molecules/sec

Questions:
 Assuming the aspirin is a true cylinder (using the center height) how many aspirin molecules are in the 

tablet?
 How long would it take to assemble the aspirin molecule by molecule?
 What is the surface area that could be covered by this many molecules of aspirin?
 Calculate (estimate) the more accurate volume of the cylinder using the outer and center heights.
 How many aspirin molecules are required for the tablet?
 What is the difference in number of molecules between the 2 calculations?
 What percentage variance did you find?
 SHOW CALCULATIONS!!!!!!
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Assuming the aspirin is a true cylinder (using the center height) how many aspirin 
molecules are in the tablet?

 Given that a 200 mg tablet has these dimensions

Height = 4.2 mm

Diameter = 10.3 mm Radius 
= 5.15 
mm
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Volume of a Cylinder = area of base x height
Volume = π R2 h

Vol. = 3.14 x (5.15mm)2 x 4.2 mm = 350 mm3

Change units from cubic millimeters (mm3) to  cubic 
nanometers (nm3 )

320
3

318
3 nm 1050.3

mm 1
nm10  1mm 350 ×=

×
×

Assume 1 nm spherical aspirin molecule occupies 1 cubic nm of space

Divide volume of cylinder by volume of aspirin spheres

molecules 1050.3
nm  1

nm 103.50  moleculesaspirin  ofNumber 20
3

320

×=
×

=
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How long would it take to assemble the aspirin molecule by molecule?
Time required = number required ÷ rate of assembly

yearsmillion  6.61
days 365

year 1
hours 24
day 1

min 60
hour 1

sec 60
min 1seconds 1094.1

secmolecules/ 180,000
molecules 1050.3 15

20

=×××××=
×

61.6 million years
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http://www.kv.k12.in.us/moodle/mod/page/view.php?id=
1698

Surface area = 6 a2

Volume = a3



Increased surface area for the same total volume of material
Can cost effectively increase chemical reactivity

Catalytic converter           

Lithium ion battery



areaA
forceF
pressureP

:Where

=
=
=

= A
FP

gravity  todueon accelerati
massm

forceF
Where

=
=
=

=

g

mgF

volumeV
massm

densityρ
Where

=
=
=

= V
mρ

Pressure, Force and Density

Issue is that 
Area goes as the 
square of the linear dimension 
and volume goes
As the cube of the linear dimension



P = F/A  = mg/A = ρVg/A

P = ρg V        L 3
------ ----

A        L 2



Can’t have a 50ft tall 
woman or King Kong 



What we already know

Everything is made of atoms
Electrons – negative
Protons – positive

Opposites attract and likes repel



What are some forces and interactions 
that influence material?

•Electrostatic
•Magnetic
•Gravitational
•Weak force (nuclear)
•Strong force (nuclear) 
•Thermal
•Vibration
•Adhesion
•Surface tension
•Brownian
•Friction
•Chemical ( ionic, covalent, metallic)
•Hydrogen bonding
•van der Waals 
•Quantum



What are some forces and interactions 
that influence material?

•Electrostatic
•Magnetic
•Gravitational
•Weak force (nuclear)
•Strong force (nuclear) 
•Thermal
•Vibration
•Adhesion
•Surface tension
•Brownian
•Friction
•Chemical ( ionic, covalent, metallic)
•Hydrogen bonding
•van der Waals   -- Dipole/dipole, induced/permanent
•Quantum



Polymers
Two Variations on a Theme

 Cross-linked

 Ringed



Image: http://pslc.ws/macrog/xlink.htm
University of Southern Mississippi

Mer: a group of atoms
Polymer: A group of repeating “mers”

A mer in a polymer of rubber

For the rubber polymer, introducing
sulfur forms cross links between the polymer
chains and significantly strengthens the
rubber…

It changes the physical properties
by changing the atomic structure and the
cross linked polymer is 1 giant molecule

http://pslc.ws/macrog/xlink.htm


Polymers
Cross - Linked

Experiment

Observe

Document

Ponder







Each bond
between 
atoms 
has a specific 
strength

A different atom or molecule introduced into this polymer 
“system” can form or break bonds dependent upon the 
relative strengths

Changes in bonds will result in a change in the atomic 
arrangement (molecular structure) and potentially change 
the properties of the “system”

Cross-Linked Polymer





Ref: alevelnotes.com

Ref: glogster.com



Ref: alevelnotes.com
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Atomic (electronic) structure

Molecular structure

Physical characteristics Electrical characteristics Biological characteristics

Why is understanding the molecular or atomic level structure 
of a material important?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:AcetaldehydeDehydrogenase-1NVM.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:AcetaldehydeDehydrogenase-1NVM.png
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk/fcc.html
http://cst-www.nrl.navy.mil/lattice/struk/fcc.html
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/images/figure1.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/manuf_polymer.html&h=141&w=434&sz=25&tbnid=rnP6lD_K5MsJ::&tbnh=41&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=images,+polymer+structure&hl=en&usg=__-Tpt4sw9A28UhpAW0BoOdd8Bn7Y=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/images/figure1.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.hsc.csu.edu.au/engineering_studies/transport/3059/manuf_polymer.html&h=141&w=434&sz=25&tbnid=rnP6lD_K5MsJ::&tbnh=41&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=images,+polymer+structure&hl=en&usg=__-Tpt4sw9A28UhpAW0BoOdd8Bn7Y=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://media.nasaexplores.com/lessons/02-060/images/atom.jpg&imgrefurl=http://nasaexplores.com/show_58_teacher_st.php?id=030107160237&h=255&w=296&sz=19&tbnid=kBqOZyr24HUJ::&tbnh=100&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=images,+atomic+structure&hl=en&usg=__gVM_77HQ3D5fTb0I-4eut92dMhE=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=6&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://media.nasaexplores.com/lessons/02-060/images/atom.jpg&imgrefurl=http://nasaexplores.com/show_58_teacher_st.php?id=030107160237&h=255&w=296&sz=19&tbnid=kBqOZyr24HUJ::&tbnh=100&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=images,+atomic+structure&hl=en&usg=__gVM_77HQ3D5fTb0I-4eut92dMhE=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=6&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://czechabsinthe.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/molecule.jpg&imgrefurl=http://czechabsinthe.wordpress.com/2007/05/19/lucid-pre-ban-absinthe/&h=335&w=349&sz=13&tbnid=aa6-teA62GwJ::&tbnh=115&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=images,+molecule&hl=en&usg=__umZ5T_DeOwRji3LR4NUChbRqerc=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://czechabsinthe.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/molecule.jpg&imgrefurl=http://czechabsinthe.wordpress.com/2007/05/19/lucid-pre-ban-absinthe/&h=335&w=349&sz=13&tbnid=aa6-teA62GwJ::&tbnh=115&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=images,+molecule&hl=en&usg=__umZ5T_DeOwRji3LR4NUChbRqerc=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Types_of_Carbon_Nanotubes.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Types_of_Carbon_Nanotubes.png
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/images/bldgs/mn-state-capitol1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/architect/buildings/mn-state-capitol.html&h=663&w=525&sz=300&tbnid=IA9EWX0qpMK8vM:&tbnh=253&tbnw=200&prev=/images?q=MN+STate+CApitol+Building,+image&usg=__nlrJwR75hofiKvl0l5aXW1HFCdg=&ei=VLtPS_6yN47QM-aR2IwJ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image&ved=0CAoQ9QEwAA
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/images/bldgs/mn-state-capitol1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cassgilbertsociety.org/architect/buildings/mn-state-capitol.html&h=663&w=525&sz=300&tbnid=IA9EWX0qpMK8vM:&tbnh=253&tbnw=200&prev=/images?q=MN+STate+CApitol+Building,+image&usg=__nlrJwR75hofiKvl0l5aXW1HFCdg=&ei=VLtPS_6yN47QM-aR2IwJ&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=1&ct=image&ved=0CAoQ9QEwAA
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Where’s the nano?

Rearranging atoms changes the properties of a material OR

If you have changed the properties you have rearranged the atoms

AND

Shows the results of different strengths in forces and interactions



Forces  and Interactions

Interaction Strength Effective Distance
Electrostatic 0.1 – 10 kJ/mol 0.4 – 20 nm
Van der Waals 10 – 100 kJ/mol 0.4 – 30 nm
Chemical bonding 100 – 1000 kJ/mol 0.1 – 0.2 nm

Covalent, ionic and hydrogen bonding

Van der Waals forces are a combination of Keesom, Debye and London forces

These different forces arise because of the pairing variations between induced 
and permanent charge  {non-uniform} distributions



Ref: alevelnotes.com

Ref: glogster.com





two monosaccharides, glucose and 
fructose, are joined together. [source]
Ref: chem1.com

Sucrose— ordinary table sugar. The colors show the 
relative negative electrical potential on an an arbitrarily-
defined molecular surface. Notice that sucrose is a 
"double sugar" ( a disaccharide) in which two 
monosaccharides, glucose and fructose, are joined 

together. [source] 

In this image of a molecule that helps regulate calcium 
ion concentration in the brain, the colors depict the 
"hydrophobic potential"— the tendency of different parts 
of the molecule to attract (blue) or repel (brown) water. 
[source]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sucrose
http://csi.chemie.tu-darmstadt.de/ak/immel/script/redirect.cgi?filename=http://csi.chemie.tu-darmstadt.de/ak/immel/graphics/gallery/
http://www.neurophys.wisc.edu/%7Ecozzi/2cb.html
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Cross Linked Polymers

Fluid Variations
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The “Big Ideas” of Nanoscale Science*

 Sense of Scale
 Surface area to volume ratio
 Density, force and pressure
 Surface tension
 Priority of forces at different size scales
 Material/Surface properties

 Understanding of these concepts requires an integration of the 
disciplines of math, biology, chemistry, physics and engineering

 Get info into traditional courses  - tie into existing standards

*These ideas are a result of efforts by several NSF funded groups to determine the 
priority knowledge concepts required to understand nanoscience concepts.  
This work has been carried out over the last 5 years.  In general, the listed 
below are a consensus from the working groups.



Trad. Concept NS1 NS2 NS
3

NS4 NS
5

NS6 NS7 NS8 NS9

Physics NA

Classical physics – macro 
level:

X X X X X X

Electricity and 
Magnetism:

X X X X X X

Light and Optics: X X X X X

Atomic Physics: X X X X X X

Materials Science

Introductory Materials 
Properties:  

X X X X X

Atomic Structure: X X X X X X X

Polymers: X X X

Ceramics: X X X

Chemistry

Aqueous solutions and 
Solubility:

X X X X X

Water: X X X X X

Structure of atoms X X X X X X X

Chemical Reactions: X X X X X X

Biology

Atoms and Molecules: X X X X X X

Biotechnology: X X X X X X X X

Immune System: X X X X

NS 1: Sense of Scale
NS2: Surface Area to Volume Ratio
NS3: Nature/Structure of Matter
NS 4: Forces and Interactions
NS 5: Size Dependent Properties
NS 6: Self Assembly
NS 7: Societal Impacts
NS 8: Tools of Nanoscience (AFM, SEM, XRD, TEM 
etc.)
NS 9: Simulation

The “Big” Ideas or Concepts of Nanotechnology

NanoScience To Traditional Science Concept Correlation 
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 Math
 Exponents, algebra, trig, statistics

 Biology
 Cell structure, ion channels, proteins, energy creation

 Chemistry
 Colloids, wet, atomic structure, bonding mechanisms

 Physics
 Force, momentum, optics, quantum, solid state

 Engineering
 Transistor fab and operation, material properties, measurement

Focus Areas for Traditional Sciences



Lead Institution: Dakota County Technical College
University Partner:  University of  Minnesota
PI: Deb Newberry   deb.newberry@dctc.edu

Center for Nanotechnology Education

• Support 2 year college programs developing technicians 
to fit industry needs

• Industry partnerships – coordinating student outcomes with 
industry requirements

• Provide content to educators to infuse nanoscience concepts into 
traditional classes as well as technical programs

• Provide professional development opportunities for educators



Semester 1
at DCTC

Semester 2
at DCTC

Semester 3
at DCTC

Semester 4 
At Univ. of MN 

Course Name Credits Course Name Credits Course Name Credits Course Name Credits

BIOL
1500

General
Biology

4 CHEM
1500

Introduction to 
Chemistry

4 NANO
2101

Nano
Electronics

3 MT
3111

Elem. of Micro 
Manufacturing

3

PHYS
1100

College
Physics I

4 PHYS
1200

College
Physics II

4 NANO
2111

Nanobiotechnology/
Agriculture

3 MT
3112

Elem. of Micro Mfg 
Lab

1

ENGL
1100

Writing & 
Research 
Skills

3 SPEE
1020

Interpersonal 
Communication

3 NANO
2121

Nanomaterials 3 MT
3121

Thin Films 
Deposition

3

MATS
1300

College 
Algebra

4 MATS
1250

Principles of 
Statistical 
Analysis

4 NANO
2131

Manufacturing,
Quality Assurance

2 MT
3131

Intro to Materials 
Characterization

3

NANO
1100

Fund. of 
Nano I

3 NANO
1200

Fund of Nano II 3 NANO
2140

Interdisciplinary
Lab

3 MT
3132

Materials 
Characterization  Lab

1

NANO
1210

Computer 
Simulation 

1 NANO
2151

Career Planning and 
Industry 

1 MT
3141

Principles and
Applications of 
Bionanotechnology

3

NANO
1222

Student Lab 
Experience and 
Research

3 MT
3142

Nanoparticles & 
Biotechnology Lab

1

NANO
2970

Internship 2

Credits 18 Credits 19 Credits 15 Credits 17

Dakota County Technical College
Nanoscience Technology Program Course Outline and Credit Allocation

rev. 2011



Semester 1
at DCTC

Semester 2
at DCTC

Semester 3
at DCTC

Semester 4 
At Univ. of MN 

Course Name Credits Course Name Credits Course Name Credits Course Name Credits

BIOL
1500

General
Biology

4 CHEM
1500

Introduction to 
Chemistry

4 NANO
2101

Nano
Electronics

3 MT
3111

Elem. of Micro 
Manufacturing

3

PHYS
1100

College
Physics I

4 PHYS
1200

College
Physics II

4 NANO
2111

Nanobiotechnology/
Agriculture

3 MT
3112

Elem. of Micro Mfg 
Lab

1

ENGL
1100

Writing & 
Research 
Skills

3 SPEE
1020

Interpersonal 
Communication

3 NANO
2121

Nanomaterials 3 MT
3121

Thin Films 
Deposition

3

MATS
1300

College 
Algebra

4 MATS
1250

Principles of 
Statistical 
Analysis

4 NANO
2131

Manufacturing,
Quality Assurance

2 MT
3131

Intro to Materials 
Characterization

3

NANO
1100

Fund. of 
Nano I

3 NANO
1200

Fund of Nano II 3 NANO
2140

Interdisciplinary
Lab

3 MT
3132

Materials 
Characterization  Lab

1

NANO
1210

Computer 
Simulation 

1 NANO
2151

Career Planning and 
Industry 

1 MT
3141

Principles and
Applications of 
Bionanotechnology

3

NANO
1222

Student Lab 
Experience and 
Research

3 MT
3142

Nanoparticles & 
Biotechnology Lab

1

NANO
2970

Internship 2

Credits 18 Credits 19 Credits 15 Credits 17

Dakota County Technical College
Nanoscience Technology Program Course Outline and Credit Allocation

rev. 2011

Instructor Guides 
available for download 
at www.nano-link.org



Module Table of Contents

•Topic specific – brief introduction
•Prerequisites
•Correlation to nanoscience concepts
•Correlation to NGSS and/or Common Core
•Correlation to traditional science concepts
•Background information on the topic
•Lecture Power Points – Nano Concepts
•Activity description/process
•Activity Flow Chart
•Explanatory video of the activity
•Related models, simulations, animations
•Related journal articles and worksheets



Multiple ways to use a module
 Just for fun or intro into topic
 Problem or application based
 Critical thinking

 Multiple levels of depth
 Grade levels and content wise





Middle School High School College
Materials Cross-Linked polymer powder

Water
Petri Dishes
Transfer pipettes or small 
flexible plastic cups
Food coloring (optional)

+ Different liquids (oil, salt water, 
soap, glycerin, alcohol etc.)
Access to hot and cold water

+ Stopwatches
Video camera
Beakers, scales
Raman Spectrometer
SEM

Concept(s) By adding water to the XL 
polymer the arrangement of 
atoms is changed therefore 
changing the material properties

+ Interaction is dependent upon 
the type of liquid and also the 
temperature of the liquid

+ Use liquid and temperature 
variations to define inequality 
equations for the various forces 
and interactions (cohesive, 
adhesive, vibrational etc.

Variations None + Molecular structure and 
attributes of the liquid
Temperature dependency

+ Time of interaction, amount of 
dry and liquid materials
Different concentrations of 
liquids i.e. salt and water, water 
and soap

Questions Can you think of other examples 
where adding one material to 
another changes the properties?
Can you think of possible 
applications for a material such 
as the cross-linked polymer?

+ What are the forces and 
interactions between the 
atoms/mers in the polymer and 
the molecules of the liquid?
Does the molecular structure of 
the liquid impact the reaction?  
If so, how?

+ Using the Raman, which 
chemical bonds were broken 
with different liquids
Define relative strengths of the 
different bonds
Define the charge distribution of 
the liquid molecules and the 
influence on the interaction with 
the cross linked polymers

Cross Link and Ring Polymers



Module Focus Traditional Science Nano Concept Application 
Correlation

Surface Area / Volume 
Ratio

Reactivity Algebra 
Graphing

Reactivity
Surface Area

Batteries 
Catalytic Converters

Superhydrophobicity
Cohesive and 
adhesive forces

Chemistry
Physics

Priorities of forces 
and Interactions

Water purification
Medical coatings

Crystals Unit Cells Material Science Material Structure Material Structure

Cross-Link Polymer Fluid and polymer 
interactions

Chemistry
Biology

Priorities of forces 
and interactions Drug Delivery

Ring Polymer Fluid and polymer 
interactions Chemistry

Priorities of forces 
and interactions Absorbent Material

Scientific Method Scientific Process General General Design of 
Experiments

Sunscreen Nanoparticles and 
light interaction

Physics Size dependent 
interactions

Sunscreen

Thin Films Interactions with light Physics Size dependent 
interactions

Decorative products

Memory Metals Crystalline structure 
of metals

Physics 
Material Science

Nanoscale properties Springs

What’s wrong with this 
picture?

Atomic Structure Physics Atomic Structure Models and 
simulations

Water and Salt Dissolving process
Temperature 
dependence

Chemistry Sense of Scale Super saturated 
solutions

Micelles Non uniform charge 
distribution

Biology Hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic

Detergent

Protein Folding Non uniform charge 
distribution

Biology Molecular structure Drug interactions

Micro Fluidics Turbulent and 
Laminar Flow (mixing 
fluids)

Physics
Material Science

Phenomena at the 
nanoscale

Lab on a chip

Diffraction Gratings Optics Physics Size dependent 
interactions

Sensors

Nanoparticles in 
solution

Diffusion Chemistry Molecular 
Interactions

Targeted systems

Aspirin Calculation Hype Vs. Reality Math Sense of Scale Product Assembly

NanoCrete Impact of nano 
composites

Material Science Size dependent 
interactions

Building products



So HOW do I get my hands on some of these modules?

1. Go to www.nano-link.org
2. Create a username and password
3. On Nano Infusion pull down menu click on “register”
4. Fill out the registration form (name, address, # students,

select a few “modules” etc.)

You will now have access to the pdf files for the modules…
……this is all the “paper” content)

Our team will send to you the materials for the modules 
you selected – with enough for all of your students

http://www.nano-link.org/
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Crystalline and amorphous structures illustrated schematically in two dimensions



Super Absorbing Polymers (Found in diapers) are ringed type polymers

Surface tension
(balanced cohesive and adhesive forces)
“traps” moisture in the ring structure.
Similar to the ring blower shape for soap bubbles

Cut a small area of diaper
Add water until saturated
Measure the amount of water (volume or weight)
Determine number of water molecules in the amount absorbed
Determine surface area that could be covered by a 1 atom thick layer
i.e. assuming  a water molecule has a vol. of .4 nm x .4 nm x.3nm

5 cc of water would cover 130m x 130m



Cohesive and Adhesive forces

 General categories
 Cohesive – between like molecules
 Adhesive – between unlike molecules

 Actual origin or component creating the 
cohesive and adhesive properties will vary 
and can be attractive or repulsive in 
nature







Cohesive:  Between like moleculesAdhesive: Between unlike molecules



8/19/2015
Water in Nanotube

Source: Yury Gogotsi
References:

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Study of Water in Carbon Nanopipes

M. Pía Rossi, Haihui Ye, Yury Gogotsi, Sundar 
Babu, Patrick Ndungu, and Jean-Claude Bradley 
Nano Lett.; 2004; ASAP Web Release Date: 15-

Apr-2004; (Letter) DOI: 10.1021/nl049688u

Description:
The ability of the Environmental Scanning 

Electron Microscope (ESEM) to condense and 
evaporate liquids has enabled the in situ dynamic 
study of condensation, evaporation and transport 

of water inside carbon nanotubes. It has been 
possible to see liquid menisci inside straight, 

CVD-fabricated carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having 
disordered walls. From the measured contact 

angles, it is clear that these CNTs are hydrophilic. 
Complex meniscus shapes and slow liquid 

dynamics due to water confinement and strong 
interaction with tube walls have been observed. 

The above ESEM images show the dynamic 
behavior of a water plug close to the open end of 
a nanotube. The meniscus shape changes when, 

at a constant stage temperature, the vapor 
pressure of water in the chamber is changed (a) 
5.5 Torr, (b) 5.8 Torr, (c) 6.0 Torr, (d) 5.8 Torr 

and (e) 5.7 Torr, where the meniscus returns to 
the shape seen in (a). The asymmetrical shape of 

the meniscus, especially the complex shape of 
the meniscus on the right side in (a, e), is a result 
of the difference in the vapor pressure caused by 
the open left end and closed right end of the tube. 
(f) TEM image showing a similar plug shape in a 

closed CNT under pressure. 

http://nano.materials.drexel.edu/Activities/NIRT.html
http://nano.materials.drexel.edu/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6VMT-4B6CV20-2/2/9cbc894b28d1a1ed37ee3f240bb8e011
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6VMT-4B6CV20-2/2/9cbc894b28d1a1ed37ee3f240bb8e011
http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/nalefd/asap/figures/nl049688uf00004.html
http://pubs.acs.org/isubscribe/journals/nalefd/asap/figures/nl049688uf00004.html


http://www.pbase.com/yvesr/flora
http://www.pbase.com/yvesr/flora
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Hydrophobic/Hydrophilic/Super hydrophobic

Superhydrophobic Surfaces: Hydrophobic surface 

having nano-scale roughness.
water

superhydrophobic

Hydrophobic Surfaces: “Water-fearing surface” Water tries to 
minimize contact with surface.

Examples: Teflon, oily surfaces

water

hydrophobic surface

Hydrophilic Surfaces: “Water-loving surface” Water tries to 
maximize contact with surface. 

Examples: Glass, rusted metal surfaces

water
hydrophilic surface
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Superhydrophobicity

 Drop some water on the sand and the bare index card
 Describe the difference
 What are the forces or interactions involved here? (Gravity, cohesive 

and adhesive forces)
 Sprinkle some pepper over the sand surface
 Drop water on the surface and move over the pepper
 Describe the forces and interactions between the 3 materials
 Using materials other than pepper (flakes) – like different spices 

observe the difference in adhesion between the water and the 
material

 Forces and Interactions



Nanoscience Foundations
 Opposite attract and likes repel

 It is all a matter of priority of forces and interactions
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The Namib desert beetle (Stenocera gracilipes) has evolved a 
patterned superhydrophobic surface on its back that allows it to 
collect water from the desert air in the morning.  The beetle spends 
the night under the sand so that when it climbs to the back of the 
dune in the morning, it is slightly cooler than its surroundings and water 
can collect on its back and be channeled to its mouth.  The Namib 
desert is one of the driest places on earth, and this is the only water 
source this beetle has to survive.
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The Namib desert beetle stands this way so the tiny drops 
of water will roll into its mouth as they form.



We can observe some natural materials that seem to be even better than wax 
paper at making water drops ‘bead up.’

Some examples include:

Lotus leaves
Rose petals
Rice leaves
Insect wings and shells



Although the superhydrophobic surface does not interact with water, 
anything attached to the surface, like dirt, will still interact with water 
and will be pulled away from the superhydrophobic surface.  This 
means that these surfaces tend to be self-cleaning.   The lotus leaf is 
well known to stay remarkably clean in its environment.  Below is an 
image of dirt clinging to a bead of water on a lotus leaf.

https://s10.lite.msu.ed
u/res/msu/botonl/b_o
nline/lotus/planta.htm

https://s10.lite.msu.edu/res/msu/botonl/b_online/lotus/planta.htm
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The Namib desert beetle (Stenocera gracilipes) has evolved a 
patterned superhydrophobic surface on its back that allows it to 
collect water from the desert air in the morning.  The beetle spends 
the night under the sand so that when it climbs to the back of the 
dune in the morning, it is slightly cooler than its surroundings and water 
can collect on its back and be channeled to its mouth.  The Namib 
desert is one of the driest places on earth, and this is the only water 
source this beetle has to survive.
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http://www.yankodesign.c
om/2010/07/05/beetle-
juice-inspired/

A proposed 
application for 
collecting water in 
dry environments 
using the Namib 
beetle’s example

http://www.yankodesign.com/2010/07/05/beetle-juice-inspired/




On a typical day...
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Intelligent Credit Card
Integrated Circuits

GMR Read Head
Magnetic 
Multilayers

LED Display
Photonic Materials

Exact Time via satellite
Semiconductíng devices
Micro-Batteries

Artificial Lens
Biocompatible
Polymers

Digital Camera
CCD Chip

Glasses and Coatings
Optical Materials
UV Filter

Artificial Hips
Biocompatible
Materials

Mobile Phone
SAW Structures

Bike Frame
Carbon Fibres
Composite Materials

Cosmetics
TiO2 Nanoparticle    Air Bag

Accelaration Sensors
MEMS

GPS Navigation
Functional Materials

Pace Maker
Li-Batteries
New Materials for Energy

Taylored Materials at Work ….

Catalyzer
Nanoparticles
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Facets of Nanotechnology at 3M



8/19/201581

Tooth: Dentin-Enamel Junction

Dentin-Enamel Junction 
(DEJ)

0 20um

20um

Pictures Courtesy of H Fong, Univ. of 
Washington
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New technology could combine
detection and treatment

Immediate sensing as a tumor is removed!

Sandia National Laboratories









Nano Infusion Modules
A Nano-Link Center  Dissemination Activity

Go to nano-link.org – find  project information
Register at the website
Sign up for Nano Infusion Project
Tell us about you and number of students

We also do educator workshops
You supply: educators and facility
NL supplies: materials, content, trainers, food and 
stipends



Thank you!!!!
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